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Profound’s IS-liquid leveling system installed in New York City.
Last year Profound added to their Intelligent Sensor (IS) geotechnical monitoring system the fully
renewed IS-liquid leveling system, an effective tool for precision monitoring of settlements.
Recently this system was installed to monitor the 59th St/Lexington Subway Station in New York
City, USA, and as part of the same project the system will also be installed in two additional
tunnels in the first half of 2007, incl. the Shuttle tunnel near New York’s Grand Central station.
Peter Middendorp, President of Profound, commented that “Having access to reliable data is vital
on any monitoring project, whether in Europe or North America. With the advanced Profound ISsystem you can effectively manage your instrumentation data on site, wherever you are.”
Gerald Verbeek, President of VMS-Profound, added that “After the installation of several of these
liquid leveling systems in Europe, this first project in the USA demonstrates that Profound can
bring innovative solutions in the area of geotechnical monitoring anywhere in the world.”
Profound will be pleased to discuss your particular monitoring requirements and provide you with
the opportunity to experience the best practical monitoring solutions the industry can offer.
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Notes to Editors
Profound
Profound develops and markets Foundation Testing and Geotechnical Monitoring Systems,
professional and cost-effective systems for the QA/QC of foundation piles and other structural
components. A pioneer in the field of foundation pile testing, Profound has been working with its
partners for more than 35 years, in more than 40 countries worldwide, on both onshore and
offshore applications.
For additional information please refer to the Profound website at www.profound-usa.com
VMS-Profound
VMS-Profound, based in Tyler, Texas, represents Profound in North America. It is part of
Verbeek Management Services, which was established in 2003 to provide its clients with advice
on Project Management, Management Systems Implementation, Organizational Development,
and International Business Operations.
Additional information on VMS can be found on their website www.verbeekservices.com.

